Over the past few decades, the rate of publication retractions has increased dramatically in academia. In this study, we investigate retractions from a quantitative perspective, aiming to answer two fundamental questions. One, how do retractions influence the scholarly impact of retracted papers, authors, and institutions? Two, does this influence propagate to the wider academic community through scholarly associations? Specifically, we analyzed a set of retracted articles indexed in Thomson Reuters Web of Science (WoS), and ran multiple experiments to compare changes in scholarly impact against a control set of non-retracted articles, authors, and institutions. We further applied the Granger Causality test to investigate whether different scientific topics are dynamically affected by retracted papers occurring within those topics. Our results show two key findings: first, the scholarly impact of retracted papers and authors significantly decreases after retraction, and the most severe impact decrease correlates to retractions based on proven purposeful scientific misconduct; second, this retraction penalty does not seem to spread through the broader scholarly social graph, but instead has a limited and localized effect. Our findings may provide useful insights for scholars or science committees to evaluate the scholarly value of papers, authors, or institutions related to retractions.
• The design of multiple statistical comparative experiments to study the effect of retractions on the scholarly impact of articles, scholars, and institutions.
• The investigation of temporal causal correlation between paper retraction rate and publishing popularity within certain scientific topics.
Related Work
The phenomenon of publication retraction in academia has recently increased. Although the scientific investigation of retraction is still at an early stage, several studies attempt to explore the characteristics of retracted papers and their effect on scholarly impact.
Even though the increasing number of retraction cases have received attention from several scholars (Noorden, 2011; Steen et al., 2013) , the scientific community has yet to pay full attention to it (Noorden, 2011; Elizabeth, 2015) , and retracted papers are still being cited (Pfeifer & Snodgrass, 1990) . Fang et al. (2012) categorized more than 2,000 biomedical and life science research articles based on retraction reason and found that more than 60% of retractions were attributed to misconduct. Madlock-Brown & Eichmann (2015) proposed a more complete categorization schema and found out that most citations of retracted papers after retraction are from the authors themselves. In addition to categorization, Chen et al. (2013) discussed the use of a visualization tool to study relationships between retracted articles and other scientific literature. In addition, there are several studies that attempt to find factors that correlate with retractions. Furman et al. (2012) suggest that attention is a key predictor of retraction, and that retractions arise most frequently among highly-cited articles. Fanelli et al. (2015) point out that the key factors leading to scientific misconduct are lack of research integrity policies, money-driven publishing behavior, and career pressure for junior researchers.
Many studies describe and quantify the aftermath of paper retractions. Some researchers focus on specific retraction cases. Bornemann-Cimenti et al. (2015) examine the citation change of scholar Scott Reuben's articles within 5 years of their retraction, and found that most of this retracted work is still being cited without mention of retraction by other scholars. Michalek et al. (2010) defined a mathematical equation to measure the potential economic cost of scientific misconduct by a federal grant applicant.
Other researchers extended the investigation from specific cases to a set of retracted articles or authors. Lu et al. (2013) conducted a controlled experiment showing that the citation counts of retracted articles decrease more rapidly after retraction than for non-retracted control articles. Prior articles by authors of retracted papers, published before retraction, are also negatively affected. Pierre et al. (2014) ; Azoulay et al. (2015) applied a similar controlled experiment methodology and showed evidence for the negative effects of retractions on papers and their authors? citation count. They also showed that retractions due to fraud lead to a more severe negative effect than honest errors. Mongeon & Larivière (2015) further confirmed the negative impacts to scholars involved in a retracted article.
Our work aligns with and extends these lines of research by examining the effects of retraction on the scholarly impact of articles, scholars and institutions from a more systematic and comprehensive perspective. We further investigate whether such effect propagates to the wider scientific or academic community through scholarly associations.
Data Description and Overview
Our (2004))).
In total, we extracted 2,659 retracted articles. The change of annual retraction rate, which we define as the ratio of the number of retracted articles to the total number of published articles in a certain year, is shown in Figure 1 (a).
We can see that the annual retraction rate has increased by almost 20 times over the past 25 years. Table 1 top five, as well as bottom five scientific ESI categories ranked by retraction ratio (i.e., the number of papers retracted over the total number of papers published in that category). Notably, high retraction rates mostly occur in medical or biological related research fields. Figure 1(b) shows the distribution of the citation counts of retracted articles and the distribution is very skewed. We also found that the median citation count of retracted articles is eight, while the median count for all articles is only one, indicating that a retracted article is generally cited more than an average article. In addition, we looked at retraction delay, which we define as the difference between the publishing year and the retraction year. The median retraction delay among all retracted articles is two years. Figure 1 (c) shows that the retraction delay has greatly shortened in recent years, indicating that the scientific community is responding to retract studies faster than ever before. We hypothesize that the increased speed of retractions may be due to the development of digital libraries and online publishing that facilitate and accelerate scholarly communication. Consequently, errors in scientific literature, whatever intentional or not, can be identified by a wider scientific community much easier and faster.
Concepts and Definitions
This section is organized as follows: First, we design a coding schema to categorize the reasons for retraction, which enables us to investigate how different types of retraction lead to different degrees of effect on scholarly impact.
Second, we define retracted papers, authors and institutions, as well as related papers and authors, in terms of citation relations. Finally, we describe the concepts of research topics, topical popularity and retraction rate, in order to examine possible temporal correlations between retractions and topic popularity.
Coding schema for retraction categorization
Scholarly publications are retracted for several reasons. Typically, either the authors of the paper or the editor of the publishing journal can request a retraction. Understanding the reason for retraction is useful in scholarly impact analysis; we hypothesize that different types of retraction have different degrees of effect on post-retraction impact.
After a preliminary investigation of a sample set of retracted papers, we devised a classification schema adapted from Figure 2 : The distribution of reasons for paper retraction. The most frequent reason for retraction is plagiarism, followed by error and falsification.
• Scientific misconduct: the intentional violation of standard codes of scholarly conduct and ethical behavior in scholarly publication of scientific research. It can be further divided into three sub-categories:
1. Plagiarism: copying the ideas, contents (including text, figures, tables, data), and results of others without explicit citation; duplicate publication of the same materials in different journals.
2. Falsification or Fabrication: making up results or data, manipulating research materials, process, or data so that the research is not accurately represented.
3. Violation of rules: submitting articles without approval of all co-authors; conducting human experiments without IRB approval; or other types of violations not directly related to the content of articles.
• Errors: unintentional errors made by authors during the process of data collection, processing, or analysis causing the final results to be invalid. Errors can also occur during the process of article publishing.
• Others: any other reasons that are not due to the fault of the authors. For instance, the publishers may unintentionally publish two versions of the same article and need to retract one version.
• Not found: the retraction notice was not found, or the reason for retraction was not explicitly given.
In addition, we categorized three types of retraction requests: editor's request, author's request, or not found.
Four raters, including three authors of this study, annotated 1,666 of 2,659 retracted articles, tagging who requested the retraction and the reason for retraction. To quantify the inter-rater agreement, a set of 100 articles are randomly selected and assigned for annotation to all four raters. The calculated Fleiss's kappa is 0.73, indicating that the degree of inter-rater agreement is high and the annotation results are trustworthy. Figure 2 shows the distribution of reasons for retraction. More than 25% of retraction cases are due to plagiarism (including duplicate publications). The secondmost prevalent reason for retractions (around 24%) is unintentional author errors in the process of experimentation or data analysis. The third-most prevalent reason for retractions (around 23%) is falsification and fabrication. Both plagiarism and falsification are considered egregious forms of scientific misconduct. Figure 3 shows the dynamic yearly change, starting in 2000, of the top three retraction reasons shown in Figure 2 , plagiarism, error, and falsification. According to our observation, the retraction rate due to plagiarism is increasing, while the trends for retraction rates due to the other two reasons, show one or two spikes (error in 2006, falsification in 2002 and 2010). We hypothesize that plagiarism has become the most frequent type of misconduct due to the availability of much more online scientific literature to "borrow from" than ever before. 
Retracted entities and related entities
First, we define the main concepts as follows:
• Academic entity: Paper, author or institution in the WoS corpus. Each paper is assigned a unique ID, while authors and institutions are each represented by a unique name string after disambiguation and normalization.
• Scholarly impact: Total number of citation counts. Scholarly papers are connected through citations, and the citation count is one of the most recognized indicators of scholarly impact. Similarly, the scholarly impact of authors and institutions can be represented by the sum of citation counts of their corresponding papers.
• Impact curve: The temporal curve of yearly citation counts. If we use C(y) to denote the scholarly impact of any entity in year y, then the impact curve can be formulated as a temporal curve within specific period:
C(y), y 0 ≤ y ≤ y n . We set y n to 2014, while y 0 has different definitions based on the type of entity. For each paper, y 0 is the publication year; for each author or institution, y 0 is the first year when the author or institution is cited, i.e. the year that the scholarly impact begins to build up.
• Retraction year: The first year when an academic entity was involved in a retraction. For different entities, the specifications of retraction year are different, and the details will be shown later.
• Retracted entity: Academic entity that was involved in a retraction case. Specifically, once a paper was announced as retracted, all authors of this paper, as well as the institutions those authors were affiliated to, are considered retracted authors and retracted institutions.
Scholarly impact is not a static measure, but dynamically changing all the time as new publications emerge. The main question under investigation in this paper is how formal retractions affect the scholarly impact of involved and related papers, authors and institutions.
Scholar and institution name disambiguation
Each article extracted from the Thomson Reuters Web of Science (WoS) collection has a unique ID field. In contrast, authors and institutions are represented only by name strings, which often need to be disambiguated.
We use two proprietary Thomson Reuters tools for disambiguation. The first tool (Griffith, 2015) uses a semisupervised machine learning algorithm that clusters all author names in WoS into different groups with each group corresponding to one unique scholar; this reaches 95% precision and 84% recall. For institution name disambiguation, we used the Web Application for Address Normalization (IPScienceGroup, 2013) , which normalizes to the rootorganization level (e.g. University), but not to the sub-organization level (e.g. Department or School).
One retraction example
Two papers about cloning and human stem cells were published in Science (Hwang et al., 2004 (Hwang et al., , 2005 and retracted in 2006, because much of the data were found to be fabricated. The name of both papers' first author is Hwang, Woo
Suk, who was a professor at Seoul National University College of Veterinary Medicine. Figure 4 shows the impact curves for the retracted paper published in 2004, the author, and the institution. We can clearly spot the decrease of scholarly impact after retraction for the retracted paper and the author (See Figure 4 (a) and 4(b)). However, such a decrease is not shown for the institution (See Figure 4(c) ). We conduct statistical comparative experiments to test the significance of these decreases in citation count in Section 5 of this paper.
Related entities to retraction
In addition to the explicitly retracted entities, effects on other academic entities that are related to the retracted entities are also within the scope of our investigation. For retracted papers, other papers that cite the retracted papers (i.e. citing relation), or share the same references as the retracted papers (i.e. co-reference relation) are considered to be related papers. A related author (i.e. co-authorship relation) is defined as an author who once co-authored with a retracted author, but on a non-retracted paper. We do not consider related institutions here, since it is not easy to define and measure the relatedness between institutions. By exploring changes in scholarly impact of related, but non-retracted, papers and authors, we attempt to address whether the retraction effect spreads through the scientific 
Entity
Variable/Symbol
Retracted papers P

Retracted authors A
Retracted institutions I
Papers citing retracted papers P citing
Papers sharing references with retracted papers P core f
Authors co-authoring with retracted authors in non-retracted papers A coaut Table 2 : Six types of entities that will be investigated on their scholarly impact change after retraction.
community through scholarly association. Table 2 summarizes the six types of retracted and related entities that will be examined.
Research topics and retraction
The academic entities illustrated above in Table 2 can also be grouped by scientific topics. Here, the scientific topic refers to a specific research direction within a more general scientific discipline (defined by ESI category). For instance, Stem Cell is a hot topic within Molecular Biology, and Big Data is an emerging topic in Computer Science.
Some key concepts are listed as follows:
• Scientific topic: Given a paper, we assign scientific topics based on the title of that paper; we use a short text annotation tool Tagme 3 to detect Wikipedia concepts from all titles of retracted papers. One Wikipedia concept corresponds to one Wikipedia page, and the title of the page is the name of the detected topic. We assume that all extracted topics constitute a topic set K. • Yearly publication count: Given a year y, the total number of papers found in our WoS collection in this year is denoted as Pub(y).
• Yearly topical popularity: Given a year y and a topic k ∈ K, the total number of papers that belong to topic k is denoted as Pub k (y). Then the topical popularity of topic k, can be measured as Pop k (y) = Pub k (y)/Pub(y)
• Yearly topical retraction rate: Given a year y, the total number of retracted papers that belong to topic k is denoted as Pub rk (y). Then we can define a yearly topical retraction rate of topic k as Ret k (y) = Pub rk (y)/Pub(y)
From the titles of the 2,659 retracted articles we studied, we extracted more than 4,000 Wikipedia concepts (i.e. scientific topics). For each extracted topic, we assign its ESI category as the most frequently appeared ESI category from all of its associated papers. The top ten concepts in terms of frequency are listed in Table 3 . For each topical keyword k, we construct two time series, the yearly retraction rate Ret k (y) and the yearly topical popularity Pop k (y). 
Experimental Design and Results
In this section, we conduct a series of statistical experiments in order to examine and quantify the effects of retraction from various aspects. First, we design comparative experiments to test the effects of retraction on three types of academic entities, i.e. papers, authors, and institutions. Second, we study the Granger-causality correlation between the occurrences of retraction within a scientific topic, and the future popularity of that topic. 
Statistical comparative experiments for retracted or related entities
Statistical comparative experiments are used here to test the effect of retraction on the entities listed in Table 2 :
P, A, I, P citing , P core f , A coaut . Although the implementation details are different for each of the six entities in Table 2 , the basic steps used to design and conduct these comparative experiments are:
1. Select treatment entity type from Table 2. 2. Select treatment entities from pool of retracted entities.
3. Specify the retraction year.
4. Select control entities based on impact curve before the retraction year.
Run statistical test to determine if the difference between treatment and control entities is statistically significant.
Selecting treatment entities and specifying retraction year Table 4 shows the criteria for selecting the treatment entities group E t and the retraction year for each type of entity. Although the methods of selecting treatment groups differ, we pick entities that are most likely to be affected by the publication retraction intuitively. For instance, the first author of a retracted paper is presumably more affected than the other authors. The paper sharing the most references with a retracted paper is an indicator of the highest topical similarity, thus more likely to be affected as well. The most frequent co-authorship relation with a retracted author is a sign of the closest scholarly relationship with that author, thus more likely to be questioned by academic peers.
Using Table 4 and the example in Section c, we illustrate how treatment entities are selected. The retracted paper (Hwang et al., 2004) itself is assigned to P t . The first author Hwang, Woo Suk and his corresponding institution
Seoul National University College of Veterinary Medicine are assigned to A t and I t , respectively. From all articles that cited the retracted paper, the first one published (Eridani et al., 2004 ) is assigned to P Treatment group Selection criterion Retraction year
The year of announcement of retraction notice
The first author from A The retraction year of the author's first retracted paper
The institution associated with A t
The retraction year of the institution's first retracted paper
P t citing
The earliest paper that cites P t
The retraction year of the cited retracted paper
The paper that shares the most references with P t
The retraction year of the co-referring retracted paper
The most frequently collaborating co-author with A r
The retraction year of the collaborating retracted author share references with the retracted paper, we select the one with the largest Jaccard coefficient between both reference sets (Tabar, Viviane and Studer, Lorenz, 2002) and assign it to P t core f . Finally, we find a researcher named Kang, Sung Keun who co-authored most frequently with Hwang, Woo Suk and assign him to A t coaut . The difference between the two scholars is that Kang, Sung Keun did not publish any retracted works.
Selecting control entities
The basic principle of selecting control entities E c is to ensure the highest degree of similarity between e c ∈ E c and the treatment counterpart e t ∈ E t previous to the retraction year. In so doing, we are able to more confidently attribute the post-retraction differences to the occurrence of retraction. Based on the impact curve C(y), we further define a pre-retraction distance PreDis between a treatment entity e t and a control entity e c as follows:
where y r is the retraction year. Additionally, we require that e t and e c share the same starting year y 0 .
In addition to the impact curve and the pre-retraction distance, there exist some other metadata associated with each publication that can help us to select control entities, such as publication date, journal, and ESI category. Authors and institutions do not have ESI category information, but we can assign each author and institution the most frequently appeared ESI categories from all of their publications. Given a treatment entity e t , we adapt the method from Lu et. al Lu et al. (2013) to select control entities as follows:
1. Pre-select a set of candidate control entities. Specifically, we ensure that the candidate control papers share the same publication date and publication journal as e t ; and the candidate control authors and institutions share the same ESI category and starting year y 0 of the impact curve of e t . Table 5 : Results of comparative tests. In the last two columns, the numbers before and after comparison symbols are median values from treatment groups and control groups, respectively. In addition, the mark * indicates p-value less than 0.05; the mark ** indicates p-value less than 0.01.
Significance testing
Once the treatment and control groups are determined, we use two metrics to compare them: post-retraction impact and impact change ratio. Pre-retraction, or Post-retraction impact is defined as the sum of citation counts, before or after, the retraction year; impact change ratio is defined as the ratio of post-retraction impact to pre-retraction impact. We test whether the differences for each of the two metrics between the groups are statistically significant.
If so, we claim that retraction does affect the scholarly impact of the involved academic entities. During the process of control entities selection, each treatment entity e t is associated with two control entities e o1 and e o2 . Therefore, we compute the mean post-retraction impact, or mean impact change ratio, of e o1 and e o2 , and compare it with the corresponding single value of e t .
Rather than the more commonly used t-test to compare group means between normally distributed samples, we choose to use the Mann-Whiteney U test (i.e. nonparametric version of t-test) to compare the median values of the treatment and control groups, since the distribution of citation counts is highly skewed (see Figure 1(b) ). Table 5 lists the comparative experimental results for retracted and related entities, and their corresponding selected control entities. The results show that the impact of retracted publications and authors significantly decreased after retraction, indicating that the the scientific community gradually withdraws academic recognition to retracted papers and authors. Interestingly, the scholarly impact of institutions involved in retractions is consistently higher than that of their control group. We hypothesize that this is because many retracted institutions are well-established institutions with good reputations, like Harvard University and MIT, and that retractions from a specific professor or research group hardly affect the reputation of the whole department or university. Finally, the scholarly impact of papers and authors related to retracted papers or authors seems not to be significantly affected, as long as those related papers and authors are not involved in any retraction cases. Table 6 : Segmentation analysis of scholarly impact change ratio due to different retraction reasons. Retraction due to falsification or fabrication causes the most serious decrease of scholarly impact, and media coverage further exacerbates this trend. Figure 2 shows the distribution of papers by reason for retraction. We also classify scholars and institutions by reasons for retraction based on their retracted papers. In this section, we look at the effect that the reason for retraction itself may have on the scholarly impact of papers and authors. We hypothesize that certain types of reasons for retraction may have more impact than others.
Comparative test results
Segmentation analysis
In addition, we want to examine whether the increased attention brought by media coverage further decreases the scholarly impact of papers and authors involved in retractions. To do this, we extracted notable cases of scientific misconduct (most of them are falsification cases) reported by mass media and highlighted in Wikipedia 4 . These cases involved a total of 30 scholars and their retracted papers, all which can be found in our WoS corpus. Table 6 compares the median values of the impact change ratio for retracted publications and authors, organized by retraction reason. The smaller the value, the greater the decrease in scholarly impact after retraction. We can see that retractions due to falsification or fabrication have the most substantial decrease in their scholarly impact for both papers and authors. This decrease is even more pronounced when the retraction cases are exposed to the public by media.
Granger-causality analysis for effect of retraction on topical popularity
Ideally, we could apply the same comparative method to investigate the effect of retraction on scientific topics.
However, it turns out to be very difficult to find a set of control topics that are comparable to the treatment topics of retracted papers. Instead, we apply the Granger causality test to examine whether the yearly topical retraction rate (Ret k (y)) could statistically cause, or in other words, predict, the value of future yearly topical popularity (Pop k (y)), for the top ten retracted topics listed in Table 3 .
The Granger Causality Test is a statistical hypothesis test for determining whether one time series is useful in forecasting another. Specifically, a time series X(t) is said to Granger-cause Y(t) if it can be shown, usually through a series of t-tests and F-tests, previous X(t) values provide statistically significant information about future values of Y(t) Granger (1969) . As is shown in Equation 2, the Granger Causality test can be mathematically formulated as a linear regression model, where Y(t) is the predicted variable, X(t) is the predicting variable, C is a constant, E(t) is the error term, A i and B j are corresponding coefficients, n is the number of lagged years.
In our case, the Granger Causality test can help us to determine whether Ret k (y) Granger-causes a change of Pop k (y).
In other words, whether retractions in a topic lead to an overall decrease in that topic's future popularity. Table 8 , we can see that the magnitude of B j is close to zero and much smaller than A i . This suggests that the effect of historical retraction rate on the topical popularity is almost negligible, comparing with that of historical popularity, even if such a tiny effect seems to be statistically significant. Overall, the results from Granger Causality tests show that retraction rate in one topic hardly affects its future popularity.
Discussion and Conclusion
The ongoing evolution toward a global digital library and online publishing has opened a new era for scholarly communication. This has enabled easier access for reading and downloading scholarly publications by more people, exposing articles to public examination and investigation at an unprecedented scale and speed. At least in part, this increased readership may have resulted in more frequent paper retractions, and in increased awareness of retractions by both the scientific community and the popular media.
Some common themes related to retractions, as we raised at the start of the paper, are investigated and discussed:
What does a typical retracted paper look like? How does the scientific community react to paper retractions? To what extent does an increase in retractions impact academia and science? To investigate the above questions, we conducted a comprehensive study and exploration of a set of retracted articles from Thomson Reuters Web of Science (WoS) across 30 years. Our main findings are summarized as follows.
First, papers are retracted for multiple reasons with the most frequent reason being scientific misconduct. Based on 1,666 annotated retracted articles in our study, scientific misconduct accounted for more than 50% of retractions.
The second most common reason for retraction was accidental errors, which comprise around 24% of retractions.
Within all retractions due to scientific misconduct, plagiarism occurs most frequently, followed by fabrication and falsification. With regards to the research subject, the top three subjects of retracted publications are molecular biology & genetics, immunology, and microbiology.
Second, the scholarly impact of retracted papers and their authors significantly decreases after retraction. The results of our comparative experiments show that retracted papers receive significantly fewer citations after retraction than control articles published in the same journal on the same date. In addition, the reputation of scholars listed as first authors on retracted articles decreases significantly in the post-retraction period compared with other scholars having similar reputation growth patterns and research focus before retraction. In particular, those scholars who have falsified or fabricated data in their research received an even more severe decrease in their reputation, and media coverage further aggravates this penalty. Decreased scholarly recognition, based on citation count, of retracted papers and scholars, reflects the punitive reaction of the scientific community to falsified or erroneous scientific studies.
Third, even when retracted papers and their authors are penalized by the scientific community with fewer citations, this negative effect was not shown to propagate to their sponsoring institution, or to other related but innocent papers and scholars. According to our comparative experimental results, the reputation of those institutions that sponsored the scholars who were accused of scientific misconduct did not seem to be tarnished at all. In addition, neither was a propogation effect observed for papers topically related to retracted articles based on citation relationship, nor for those scholars related to retracted authors based on co-authorship. Moreover, the Granger Causality analysis of dynamic retraction rate to the overall popularity of a certain scientific topic shows that the phenomenon of retraction bears no apparent effect on the popularity of a research topic. All these results strongly suggest that the penalty effect of paper retractions is quite localized to the authors who are mainly responsible for the retraction and does not extend to the wider scientific community.
A fundamental, yet controversial, question that remains with regards to paper retraction is: As the number of retraction incidences keeps increasing, is it a good or bad signal for the development of science? Some scholars may claim that the drastic increase in retractions suggests the prevalence of scientific misconduct which disobeys the principle of doing science and may harm the authority and activity of scientific research. Others may claim that paper retraction is just a normal mechanism of self-examination and self-correction inherent to the scientific community, and that the increasing rate of retraction indicates the enhancement of that mechanism, which actually benefits scientific development in the long run. Even though we cannot give definite preference to either opinion, our study shows that the increasing retraction cases do not shake the "shoulders of giants". Only those papers and scholars that are directly involved are shown to be impacted negatively by retractions. In contrast, the sponsoring research institutions, other related but innocent papers and scholars, and research topics are not negatively impacted by retraction. Therefore, from our perspective, while the phenomenon of retraction is worth the attention of academia, its scope of negative influence should not be overestimated.
Scholarly impact is only one aspect that is affected by retraction; there may exist other issues that are also influenced by retraction to be explored in future work. The retracted study from Wakefield et al. (1998) , shows that the effects of paper retraction may go beyond the academia and extend to other aspects of society. Secondly, we find in this study that citing retracted papers does not seem to lead to any serious academic consequences. We cannot provide details as to why this is the case, but hypothesize that full-text citation analysis may help us better understand the contextual information of where and how retracted papers were cited. By further analyzing the text surrounding the citations to retracted articles, it might be possible to understand the author's attitude and intention in citing the retracted study.
